This paper analyzes open networks of quasireversible nodes with a single class of customers and in equilibrium. A simple argument shows, under a stability condition, that a flow on a link of such a network is Poisson if and only if the link is not part of a loop. This loop criterion is shown to apply to the usual quasireversible networks with bounded service rates.
Introduction
It was shown in [l] and [2] that 'he flows in open networks of 9 /M/l queues with a single class of customers obe;r the so-called 'loop criterion': In equilibrium a flow on a link of such a network is Poisson if and only if the link is not part of a loop. In [3] that criterion was shown to apply to networks of ./M/s queues, i.e., to Jackson networks (see [4] ). It was also shown in [3] that this classification of the flows does lnot hold for multiclass networks.
The purpose of this note is to provide a simple argument which proves thlat the loop criterion hol3s in a single class open networks of quasireversible queues (see e.g. [7] ). A stability condition needed for the argument is shown to be satisfied by the usual networks of quasireversible nodes with bounded service rates (e.g., [S, 61) .
The paper is organized as follows: In the next section the basic properties of the networks under consideration are briefly reviewed and the necessary notation is introduced, In Section 3 the loop criterion is established under a stability condition. Section 4 is devoted to the discussion of that condition.
A detailed description and some properties of the networks of quasireversible nodes n be found in [7] . The essential features of sue s are now briefly recalle O304-4149/82/0000-0000/$02.3 3 @ 1982 North-I-Iolland (It is easily seen that our assumptions on the rjj guarantee the existence and uniqueness of that solution.)
Assume that the yi are such that A i < h h, i = I, . . . , N. Then the process xr = (a& 3 . . , x:) is an ergodic MarkoF chain on some countable set X Its equilibrium distribution is given by
where the ;I ' are the solution of (2.1). Moreover, under equilibrium, the departure processes f:-om the network at the N nodes are independent Poisson processes and their past is independent of the present state xt of the network for all t 2 0.
The objective of this paper is to analblze the Poisson character of the flows inside the network.
To do this we introduce the following notation: For i, j=l,... , N and t 30 let _Dy denote the number of customers who were sent to node J' immediately after leaving node i in the time interval [0, l] . (Thus 12:'s 0 if rii = 0.) Clearly the expected rate of ii is h 'rji in equilibrium. Observe bat all the processes are chosen right-continuous, Definition 2.1. Let i E (1, . . . , N} and consider node i with a Poisson arrival process of rate A i given by (2.1). The equilibrium distribution of the process xi at the times of the arrivals is denoted by 7ji (x '). Hence, 7fi is the invariant distribution of {&, n 3 1} where the T, are the arrival times.
Onethendefinesfori=l,...,N andx=(x',...,x")EX
The following fact is then known.
Fact 2.2 (see, e.g., [9, 111) . The equilibrium distribution of the state xI of the network at the jump times of Dti is given by 7rj( l ), for all k E (1, . . , , N} such that rki > 0.
The following notation will be convenient. ObservethatE[xjl=E[x&i=l,...,NandtzO. ItisassumedthatEIxbI<m,i=l,...,N.
The loop criterion
Throughout this section, {x,, t 20) is the state of a network built from N quasireversible nodes as described in Section 2. The notation introduced previously will be used without further comment.
The following definitions are essential.
. Fori,j=l,..., N, node i will be said to influence node j and one writes i K j if, in equilibrium, for any k and 1 such that rkI > 0 and ril > 0 there is some t ~0 such that cr(Df -D:', s > t} and a{Di', 0 s s s t) are not independent.
By i< j we will indicate that i does not influence j.
. th from to j is a sequence of nodes I = 11, 12, * . . ) I,, =j l or k=l,...,n-1. Node i will be said to lead to node j, and one writes i + j, if there is a path from i to j. i-/+jwewill' d m icate that i does not lead to j.
Before relating these concepts we introduce the stability condition. As indicated in the introduction, these properties will be shown in Section 4 to be shared by many of the usual quasireversible networks.
The next proposition is intuitive. It will prove crucial (only the sufficiency part is used later).
Proposition 3.4. Let i E (1, . . . , N) . Assume that the network has the property (Si). . .,N}, let xp = (x7,4 E G}. Define Ft to be the flow into A, i.e., Ft = {Df", A: 1 a E A, b E B} where A: is the exogeneous arrival process at node a, for t 3 0. Similarly, let H* be the flow into B and notice that H* = {A: I b E B}. Let q be some node in (1, . . . , N}. The transitions affecting the state of q are triggered by the arrivals into that node and by a collection of independent Poisson processes denoted by {NY, t >O} corresponding to the internal transitions of node q (see [lo] for a detailed discussion). For G c (1, . . . , N}, let NY = {NY I q E G}. Observe that {,V,q=:,... , N) are independent. Fix now t > 0 and observe that X: is some functional of X& {H,, 0 =G s < t} and {NF, 0 s s c t}. The initial states X: and ~0s being independent (see (2.2)), it follows that X: and ~7 are independent. Also, {Uf', 0 s s < t} is some functional of ~2, (F,, 0 The quasireversibility properties recalled in Section 2 imply that {F,, 0 s s c t} and xf3 are independent. From the above considerations it then follows that (x& {Fs, 0 s s c t}, {NC, 0 s s G t}) and (x7, {H,, s > t}, (N:, s > tij are independent. Therefore, so are LI{D~ -Df, s > *) and a(Di', 0 G s < t} as claimed.
This concludes the prolof of the necessity. (The stability condition was not used.) (ii) Sufficiency. Suppose that i < j. We show that i ++ j. The idea of the proof is that if i -* j, then seeing a jump of nki increases the expected number of customers who will later use the link (j, ,I). The technical difficulty is to get rid of the infinities. This is done by stopping ;a11 the customers arriving after some suitably chosen time T. The network is otherwise unchanged.
e now proceed with the formal proof.
By assumption, a(&', 0 s s G t} and a(Dt -Di', s > t} are independent for all t, k, 2. Fix now k and I with T&i > 0 and ~1 :> 0. It follows that for all t > 0 and 0 < F < t, [lDai = 11~ E[D; ] , Letting E&O and observing that the left-hand sicle converges to the conditional expectation of 0::' given that a jump of 0,"' was observed at s = 0 yields (using Fact 2.2)
Now,, consider the following modification of the network. At some fixed time T > 0, all the exogenous arrival processes are stopped. After time T the network will then eventually be empty. Expectation with respect to the probability distribution of the paths of the modified process {x, t 2 0) will be denoted by ET( 9 ) if the initial distribution of ~0 is r and by ET( * j if it is vi (the modified process xt is still Markov). Clearly, E T( V) = E( V) if V is some 17(xs, 0 G s G T}-measurable random variable.
LetqE{l,...,N).
A customer who entered the network via node q will cross the link (J', I) some random total number of times, say W& The probability that a customer comes back to node j after leaving that node is some 9, with p c 1 since each customer eventually leaves the network. Hence P( Wq = n) s:j? '-' for n 2 I and this shows that Wq has some finite mean ws,.
It readily follows that This concludes the proof of the proposition. El
E=[D& -
We are now ready to state the main result of this section. 
. , N}. Assume that the network has the property (Sj).

Then, under equilibrium, D" is Poisson if and only if (i, j) is not part of a loop (i.e., i + j).
Proof. One can obviously assume rii > 0. First consider the necessity. Suppose that j + i. From Proposition 3.4 it follows that j x i and therefore, since rij > 0, that (+(Dy, 0 6 s c t} and cr{Dy -Dy, s > t} are not independent for some t > 0. Hence D" does not have independent increments and it cannot be Poisson.
The suficiency fallows from an argument already used in [2] . If j + i, then D" can be considered as the output of the network formed by the nodes in A = #EU,.
. . , N}I k + i} and is therefore Poisson by the quasireversibility properties recalled in Section 2. Cl
Stability prcrpeties
We begin this section with some general considerations. Let {Zt, t 2 0) be an ergodic Markov chain on a countable set I. Let also f: I + IF&.. = [0, 00) be some given nonnegative function. Denote by rr = {r(i), i E I} the equilibrium distribution of the chain and by ,v = {p(i), i E I) some arbitrary probability distribution on I.
As usual we will denote by Pee ( n ) the probability distribution induced on the paths of {Zt, t 2 0) by the Markov chain with the initial law cc. Also, Pi( l ) denotes Pg ( l ) when p(j) = Sij, j E 1, i.e., when Zo = i, almost surely.
Define, tor i, j E I and t 2 0, Pt(i, j) =: Pi(kt = j) and p,(i) = PW (Zl = i). Assume that f is n-integrable, i.e., that f= Cicl rr(i)f(i) < 00. The general problem of finding conditio,:s under which is known to be difficult. The following simple sufficient condition will be useful for our applications. Proof. Since Pt(i, j) 2 0 for all i, j E I, it follows from the assumption that
ccl(j)= C fi(i)P,(i, j&c 1 ?r(i)P,(i, j)=cn(j)
for all jEr.
iEZ iEZ
Also pt( j) + n(j) for all j E I (by ergodicity). The result then follows from the dominated convergence-, ? iqeorem. 0
Consider now a quasireversible node represented, under a Poisson arrival process of rate A, by an ergodic Markov chain {x,, t 2 0) 011 a countable set X. Let r( .) and G( 9) denote respectively the equilibrium distribution of {x,, t 2 0) and its equilibrium distribution at the arrival times (see Definition 2. I). Before showing that a large class of quasireversible nodes has the property (S,) we discuss a simple example.
. Consider a queue with a Poisson arrival process of rate A and a single exponential server working at the rate I when x customers are present in the queue, for x > 0. Assume th<at 0 < J,J (n) c CA for all x > 0, for some c. In the remainder of this section we show that the usual models of quasireversible nodes have the property (S,) when their service rate is bounded. For easy reference the definitions are recalled. Thus, with probability a& a customer is of type k (k = 0, 1,2, . . J, in which case he must go through c(k) stages of service that are exponential with parameter b(k). When it customers are in the queue, the service eflort has the rate 4(n) and is directed in the proportion y( l, n) to the customer in position I (I = 1, . , . , n); also, an arriving customer moves into position I (I = 1, . . . 5 n + I) with probability y(Z, n f 1) a;=, y(2, n)= 1).
The state of the queue is x = (x ', . . . , x ") where xi = (y ', z ') indicates that the customer in position i (i = 1, . . . , n) is of type y i and has reached the stage z i of his service (_v i ~Oandz'~{l,...,~(y~)}).
It is nicely proved in [7, Section 3 .31 that such a queue is quasireversible and admits the equilibrium distribution v(x)=CL.U fi a(y') i=l qWb(y')' (4.1) where Q! is a normalizing constant assumed to exist. Remark 4.6. Wh'en the state of the above queue is x, its service rate is S(x) = 4(n) i b(y')y(i, n)l{z' = c(y')}. where AG'x is the set of states leading to x when an arriving customer of (class k moves into position i (which is the case with probability a(k)y(i, n)). Specifically, /&lx= fl,vx
